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The rotational spectra of three isotopologues of difluoromethane‚‚‚xenon have been investigated by free-jet
millimeter-wave absorption spectroscopy. Onlyµc-type transitions have been observed, all of them evenly
split due to the internal motion of Xe relative to the difluoromethane moiety. The vibrational splitting,
39.1(3) MHz, has been used to estimate the tunneling barrier,V2 ) 109 cm-1. Information on the dissociation
energy has been deduced from centrifugal distortion effects (EB ) 1.8 kJ mol-1). The xenon atom lies in the
σV symmetry plane of difluoromethane containing the hydrogen atoms, at anr0 distance of 3.816 Å from its
center of mass (cm), and forms a Xe-cm-C r0 angle of 118°. The observed conformation is in agreement
with the minimum found with a distributed polarizability model.

Introduction

Xenon is the most inclined of the noble gases to form
chemical compounds. After the first isolation of noble gas
compounds in 1962, FXe+‚‚‚Pt2F11

-,1a XeF2,1b and XeF4,1c the
chemistry of xenon has grown considerably. Compounds with
metal-xenon bonds2 and organic molecules containing xenon
atoms3 have been very recently discovered.

Vice versa, the number of identified molecular adducts of
xenon with organic molecules is much smaller than those of
lighter noble gases.4 Such a kind of molecular complex is
generally investigated by rotational spectroscopy, combined with
supersonic expansion techniques.5,6 Only a very few of these
complexes, benzene-Xe,7 oxirane-Xe,8 and dimethyl ether-
Xe9 involve, indeed, a Xe atom. This is in way surprising
because, due to the higher polarizability of Xe with respect to
those of lighter rare gases, a larger dispersion energy interaction
is expected to stabilize complexes with Xe. However, the high
mass of Xe, which makes the rotational constants of its van
der Waals complexes smaller than those of the complexes of
the lighter rare gases, and the high number of isotopic species,
with a maximum of natural abundance (27%) for the132Xe
isotope, complicate considerably the rotational spectra.

In the two above-mentioned complexes of xenon with cyclic
molecules, benzene-Xe,7 and oxirane-Xe,8 the Xe atom was
relatively firmly located above or below the plane of the ring,
as suggested by the missing of tunneling effects. Vice versa, a
small tunneling splitting (106 kHz) was observed in dimethyl
ether-Xe,9b which allowed for an evaluation of the potential
energy surface of the Xe motions.

The adducts of difluoromethane with rare gases displayed
wide tunneling splittings: 193.5 MHz for difluoromethane-
Ar10 and 79.19 MHz for difluoromethane-Kr.11 From these
data, the potential energy surfaces have been derived.

I decided to investigate the free-jet rotational spectrum of
difluoromethane-Xe (CH2F2‚‚‚Xe), to measure such a tunneling
splitting and to estimate the potential energy surface for the Xe
internal motions. Two sketches of CH2F2‚‚‚Xe are given in
Figure 1. The principal axis systems of CH2F2 and CH2F2‚‚‚Xe

and theR parameter used in the flexible model analysis are
shown in the left part (a), while the polar coordinates required
for the distributed polarizability model are indicated in (b).

Experimental Methods

The Stark and pulse-modulated free-jet absorption millimeter-
wave spectrometer used in this study works in the 60-78 GHz
frequency region, and it has been described elsewhere.12,13The
accuracy of the frequency measurements is about 0.05 MHz.
The complex was formed by expanding a mixture of CH2F2

(2%) and xenon at a pressure of ca. 1.0 bar, through a pulsed
nozzle (repetition rate 5 Hz) with a diameter of 0.35 mm, to 5
× 10-3 mbar. An estimated “rotational” temperature of 5 K
was attained. CH2F2 was supplied by Aldrich and xenon by
Rivoira.

Rotational Spectrum. The rotational constants of
CH2F2‚‚‚Xe were estimated assuming a conformation similar
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Figure 1. Sketches of CH2F2‚‚‚Xe showing (a) the principal axis
system of CH2F2 (unprimedb- and c-axes labeled) and CH2F2‚‚‚Xe
(primeda′- andc′-axes labeled) and theR parameter used in the flexible
model analysis; the remaining axes are perpendicular to the plane of
the figure; (b) the polar coordinates required for the distributed
polarizability model, with the CH2F2 principal axis labels.
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to that of CH2F2‚‚‚Ar10 and CH2F2‚‚‚Kr,11 that is with the xenon
atom lying in the HCH plane and forming a Xe-cm-C angle
of ca. 120° (see Figure 1). A trial starting value of 3.8 Å was
assumed for the distance of Xe from the center of mass (cm) of
CH2F2. The r0 geometry of CH2F2

14 has been assumed to be
unaltered in the complex. As usual for such a kind of complex,
there is a switch of axes in going from the molecule to the adduct
so that theµb-type spectrum of CH2F2 is converted to a
predominantlyµc-type spectrum in the complex. Also theµa

dipole moment component is not zero so that rotational lines
involving asymmetry near-degenerate levels are easily Stark
modulated.

The rotational spectra of the three most abundant isotopic
species, with132Xe, 129Xe, and131Xe (≈27%,≈26%, and≈21%
natural abundance, respectively), were investigated. Nineµc-
type transitions have been measured for each isotopologue. All
of them were split into two component lines separated by ca.
74 MHz, showing unequivocally that a tunneling motion which
inverts theµc dipole moment component through a low barrier
takes place in the complex. A 10/6 statistical weight was
observed for all lines, depending on the parity ofKa andV. This
effect is discussed below. Noµa-type transitions have been
observed: they would involve energy levels with too highJ
numbers to be populated at 5 K.

The experimental frequencies, listed in Table 1, were fitted
with a Pickett-type coupled Hamiltonian:15,16

with HR(0+) andHR(0-) representing the rigid rotational parts
of the Hamiltonian for the 0+ and 0- states, respectively.∆E is
the vibrational spacing between the two states. The centrifugal
distortion contributions (S reduction and Ir representation)17 are
represented byHCD and were assumed to be the same in both
states. The obtained spectroscopic constants are shown for all
isotopomers in Table 2, together with some statistical parameters
of the fits.

Statistical Weight. In the following we will consider the
observed splitting to be produced by only one of the two possible
internal rotations of CH2F2. This hypothesis, which is interpreted
by the model calculations of the following sections, is also
supported by the statistical weight of 10/6 mentioned above and
is in favor of evenKa values for transitions starting fromV )
0 and in favor of oddKa values for transitions starting fromV
) 1. This means that the barrier to the Xe tunneling is quite
low and that the complex possesses a quantomechanicalC2V
symmetry. Looking to Figure 1, we have to think that Xe is
delocalized above and below the F-C-F plane. Then, the
effectivea inertial axis is of aC2 the molecular symmetry axis.
CH2F2‚‚‚Xe contains, with respect to this axis, two pairs of
equivalent fermions (two equivalent hydrogens and two equiva-
lent fluorines) and follows the Bose-Einstein statistics, i.e., the
overall wave function

must be symmetric. The electronic wave functionψe is
symmetric in the ground state; the vibrational wave function
ψv is symmetric for the 0+ and antisymmetric for the 0- states,
respectively. The spin functionψs(10 Ag; 6 Au) does have a
ratio of 5/3 between symmetric and antisymmetric components.
Then, for 0+, the rotational transitions with a symmetric initial
stateψR will have a favorable intensity ratio of 5/3, with respect
to the antisymmetric ones; the opposite is true for the 0- state.
With the C2 symmetry axis lying along thea-axis, the even
rotational functions are characterized by an even value ofKa,
and vice versa. The observed intensity variations are consistent
with the 5/3 intensity ratio.

Location of the Xenon Atom in the Complex. The rs

coordinates18 of the xenon atom can be obtained in the principal
axes system of CH2F2 by a hypothetical substitution of an atom
of zero mass with a Xe in going from CH2F2 to CH2F2‚‚‚Xe, or
in the principal axes system of CH2F2‚‚‚132Xe when substituting
132Xe with 129Xe. The two sets of data are shown in Table 3.

TABLE 1: Experimental Transition Frequencies (MHz) of CH 2F2‚‚‚Xea

132Xe 131Xe 129Xe

J′(Ka′,Kc′) r J′′(Ka′′,Kc′′) 0- r 0+ 0+ r 0- 0- r 0+ 0+ r 0- 0- r 0+ 0+ r 0-

4(4)-3(3) 67822.20 67747.93 67824.27 67749.93 67828.53 67754.13
5(4)-4(3) 69577.43 69503.27 69583.43 69508.99 69594.60 69520.33
6(4)-5(3) 71330.57 71256.60 71339.80 71265.73 71358.47 71284.43
7(4)-6(3) 73081.43 73007.70 73094.13 73020.40 73120.11 73046.28
8(4)-7(3) 74829.83 74756.33 74846.00 74772.53 74879.24 74805.69
10(3,8)-9(2,8) 61034.21 60959.60 61061.38 60986.77 61117.00 61042.23
10(3,7)-9(2,7) 60929.33 60854.79 60955.60 60881.03 61009.45 60934.79
11(3,9)-10(2,9) 62798.70 62724.50 62829.52 62754.77 62892.60 62818.23
11(3,8)-10(2,8) 62642.03 62567.97 62671.53 62597.47 62732.00 62657.83

a Transitions doubly overlapped due to near prolate degeneracy of the involved levels. OnlyKa is given.

TABLE 2: Spectroscopic Constants of CH2F2‚‚‚Xe (S Reduction, Ir Representation)
132Xe 131Xe 129Xe

0+ 0- 0+ 0- 0+ 0-

A/MHz 9560.75(2)a 9560.60(2) 9560.84(2) 9560.67(2) 9560.91(2) 9560.75(2)
B/MHz 913.02(3) 913.00(3) 915.00(3) 914.94(3) 918.86(3) 918.84(3)
C/MHz 851.79(3) 851.80(3) 853.52(3) 853.55(3) 856.88(3) 856.89(3)
DJ/kHzb 4.29(8) 4.45(8) 4.36(8)
DJK/kHz 98.7(4) 99.7(4) 99.8(4)
∆E/MHz 39.1(3) 39.4(3) 39.3(3)
Nc 18 18 18
σ/MHzd 0.09 0.13 0.09

a The quantity in parentheses is the standard error in units of the last digit of the quoted value.b The remaining quartic centrifugal distortion
parameters have been fixed to zero because they were undetermined in the fit.c Number of transitions in the fit.d Standard deviation of the fit.

H ) HR(0+) + HR(0-) + HCD + ∆E (1)

ψtot ) ψeψvψRψs (2)
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The small, but quite larger than the error, value of|a| for the
first case can be due to the Coriolis effects of large amplitude
van der Waals vibrations.19 Alternatively, it can be attributed
to a larger uncertainty on the rotational constants than that
reported in Table 2, because of their correlation with theFac

Coriolis coupling parameter. This parameter, indeed, is not
determined due to the small number of available transitions.
The rs coordinates in the principal axes system of the complex
are more reliable, because the vibrational contributions in the
two isotopologues are practically the same.

In Table 4 we report a partialr0 structure of the complex,
obtained fitting the distanceRcm and the angleθ (see Figure 1)
to the available rotational constants. The geometry of difluo-
romethane has been fixed to that of the isolated molecule,14

and xenon has been assumed to lie in the HCH plane. There
we report also thers values of these two parameters, obtained
from the substitution coordinates of Table 3. Finally, the values
calculated by a distributed polarizability model (see the fol-
lowing sections) are given. The complex is shown in Figure 2,
according to ther0 structure.

van der Waals Vibrations. The motions of the rare gas atom
(RG) in a molecular complex are generally described by a radial
part, the stretching of RG with respect to the cm of the partner
molecule, and an angular part, which can be thought of as two
bending motions described byθ andφ (Figure 1b) of Xe in the
complex. We will discuss below how the potential energy
surface of these motions can be interpreted with a simple
electrostatic model, how the observed splitting can be used to
scale the theoretical potential energy surface, and how to
estimate the dissociation energy from centrifugal distortion
effects.

a. Distributed Polarizability Model.The distributed polariz-
ability model (DPM) has proved to be an economic but efficient
method to find the different possible minima on the van der
Waals potential energy surface.20,21 We ran DPM calculations
by using the computer program RGDMIN.22 The geometry of
CH2F2 was fixed to ther0 structure,14 and the distance (Rcm)
between its cm and the RG was optimized in the full range of
θ andφ, with steps∆φ ) ∆θ ) 15°, being thatRcm, θ, andφ

are the spherical coordinates shown in Figure 1b. The obtained
potential energy surface has minima atφ ) 90° andθ ) 26.3
and 153.7°, similar to that given in Figure 3 of the article on
CH2F2‚‚‚Kr.11 The minimum energy tunneling pathway between
the two equivalent minima occurs through a barrier at aC2V
configuration of the adduct in which the Xe atom is coplanar
with the FCF fragment of CH2F2. It can be described by the
angleR of Figure 1a, in the range of-120° < R < 120°. The
corresponding DPM potential energy function is given (grey
curve, dots) in Figure 3.

b. Tunneling Motion Described by One-Dimensional Flexible
Model Calculations. If the pathways assumed above are
responsible for the observedµc-type tunneling splittings, we can
use the splitting to scale the DPM barrier. Meyers’s one-
dimensional flexible model23 can be used for this purpose. To
apply it, we have to model the DPM potential energy function
with an analytical function. The DPM maxima and minima
found along the pathway can be reproduced with the following
function:

whereR0 () 63.6°) is the value ofR at the global minimum.
Although R is related toθ (through a shift of 90° or 270°,
depending onφ, see Figure 1), we needed to useR within this
model, because it is defined in the full 2π range, whileθ is
defined only in the 0-180° range. The factor (cosR - cos
R0)2 of eq 3 fixes the position of the two equivalent minima at
R0, while the second one defines the positions and the relative
values of the other stationary points. Equation 3 is valid only
in the range of(100°, since the pathways becomes bifurcated
at higher values ofR, similarly to what shown in Figure 3 of
ref 11.

A large structural relaxation was found forRcm as a function
of R, which can be parametrized as

The valuesR0 ) 3.816 and∆R ) 0.323 Å, suggested by the
DPM model, have been used.

The experimental splitting has been reproduced when scaling
eq 3 by a factor 1.325. Correspondingly, the inversion barrier,
compared in Table 3 to that of CH2F2‚‚‚Ar and CH2F2‚‚‚Kr,
was 109 cm-1, for which we can estimate a 10% error, related
to the uncertainty of the shape of the potential energy function.
The profile of scaledV(R) is given by the black line of Figure
3.

TABLE 3: rs Coordinates of Xe in the Principal Axis
Systems of CH2F2 and CH2F2‚‚‚Xe

CH2F2 CH2F2‚‚‚Xe

|a|/Å 0.320(7) 1.075(3)
|b|/Å 2.091(7) 0.03(9)
|c|/Å 3.210(4) 0.03(11)

TABLE 4: rs and r0 and rDPM Structural van der Waals
Parameters (see Text and Figure 1)

rs
a r0

a rDPM

Rcm/Å 3.817(5) 3.816 (8) 3.754
θ/deg 33.1 27.7(2) 26.3

a The Xe atom was constrained in the HCH plane.

Figure 2. Picture of the complex, according to ther0 structure.

Figure 3. Lowest energy tunneling pathways (described by theR of
Figure 1) as obtained by the DPM model (grey line) and the flexible
model calculations (FM, black line).

V(R)/cm-1 ) 213.6(cosR - cosR0)
2(1 + 0.35 cos 3R) (3)

Rcm(R)/Å ) R0 + ∆R(cosR - cosR0)
2(1 + 0.35 cos 3R )

(4)
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In the flexible model calculations theR coordinate has been
considered in the(115° range and solved into 57 mesh points.23

c. Van der Waals Stretching.For asymmetric top complexes,
in which the stretching coordinate is near-parallel to the inertial
a-axis, the stretching force constant (ks) can be estimated by
approximating the complex to a molecule made of two rigid
parts and using equations of the following type:24,25

The B, C, and DJ are the spectroscopic constants of the
molecular complex,µ is the pseudodiatomic reduced mass, and
Rcm is the distance between the centers of mass of the monomers.
Using ther0 valueRcm ) 3.816 Å we obtainedks ) 1.49 N‚m-1,
corresponding to a harmonic stretching fundamental,νs ) 26
cm-1

A Lennard-Jones potential is generally assumed for the
stretching potential energy function. It is then possible to
estimate the dissociation energy,EB ) 1.82 kJ mol-1 in our
case, using the approximated equation:26

These values are compared to those of the related complex
CH2F2‚‚‚Ar and CH2F2‚‚‚Kr in Table 5. It is difficult to estimate
the error on this kind of data, depending, apart the pseudodi-
atomic approximation, on the contributions toDJ from other
vibrations besides the van der Waals stretching. It is, however,
assumed to be within 10-20% of the value itself.

Conclusions

The rotational spectra of three isotopologues of the complex
CH2F2‚‚‚Xe display splittings, 39.2(3) MHz, that are the same
within experimental error and are due to the internal rotation
of CH2F2. Up to this point in time, this is the largest tunneling
splitting observed for a complex of Xe with an organic molecule.
From this splitting an estimate of the potential energy surface
has been made. The agreement with the results obtained with a
simple distributed polarizability model is quite good.

The dissociation energy and the barrier to the tunneling are
similar to those of the homologue complexes CH2F2‚‚‚Ar10 and

CH2F2‚‚‚Kr.11 The higher tunneling splittings for these two
complexes are attributable to their lower reduced masses.

The features of the rotational spectrum of the lighter member
of the series, CH2F2‚‚‚Ne, are completely different. Its rotational
spectrum has been observed and assigned, but it is much more
complicated and not yet fully understood.27 This is presumably
due to a combination of a much smaller reduced mass of the
Ne motions and to a flatter potential energy surface.
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TABLE 5: Rcm, Dissociation Energy, and Barrier to
Inversion for CH 2F2‚‚‚RG, with RG ) Ar, Kr, and Xe

CH2F2‚‚‚Ara CH2F2‚‚‚Krb CH2F2‚‚‚Xe

Rcm/Å 3.35 3.616 3.816
EB/kJ mol-1 1.5 1.9 1.8
Vinv/kJ mol-1 1.20(5) 1.23(5) 1.31(5)

a Ref 10.b Ref 11.

ks ) 16π4µ2Rcm
2[4B4 + 4C4 - (B - C)2(B + C)2]/(hDJ) (5)

EB ) ksRcm
2/72 (6)
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